
Cooperative Indexing, Classi�ation, andEvaluation in BoWDror G. FeitelsonShool of Computer Siene and Engineering,The Hebrew University, 91904 Jerusalem, Israel,feit�s.huji.a.il,WWW home page: http://www.s.huji.a.il/~feitAbstrat. BoW is an on-line bibliographi Dynami Ranked Information-spae (DyRI). It provides the infrastruture for users to add bibliograph-ial information, lassify it, index it, and evaluate it. Thus users oop-erate by ontributing and sharing their experiene in order to advanethe most problemati aspets of information retrieval: �nding the mostrelevant and high quality information for their needs.1 IntrodutionThe basi problem in information retrieval today is �ltering the massive amountsof information that are available in order to �nd high-quality relevant informa-tion. The quest for high quality means that the available information must beevaluated and ranked in some way. The quest for relevane means that the in-formation must also be lassi�ed and indexed aording to pertinent onepts.Current information retrieval systems often leave muh of this �ltering to theusers. They fous on an e�ort to be omprehensive, produing a superset of thedesired information. The user then shifts through this information, disardingmost of it, and seleting those items that seem to best answer the needs. Butthe e�ort expanded in this seletion proess | in whih a human user withunderstanding of the domain heks the system's lassi�ation and performs anevaluation | is lost. The system does not keep trak of whih data items wereseleted in the end, and does not have the means to math them with a re�nedversion of the user's original query.The BoW projet is an attempt to investigate the possibility of tapping thework done by users to improve the system. The sope hosen is a bibliographirepository for a limited domain (BoW stands for \Bibliography on the Web", andour prototype ontains approximately 3000 entries from the domain of parallelsystems). Within this sope, users are provided with failities to ontribute tothe lassi�ation and indexing of entries, and the same failities are used for theinremental onstrution of queries. In addition, the system keeps trak of users'searhes and their results, and uses this information to reorganize the way datais presented to subsequent users. Thus valuable user experiene ontributes toimproving the system's servie, rather than being lost.



2 Dynami Ranked Information Spaes2.1 The VisionConsider a situation where you are a university professor speializing in parallelsystems, and one of your students omes to you with an idea for a new networktopology. You reall that you have seen something like this in the past, but youdo not remember the name given to this topology or who did the work. An alta-vista searh using the term \network topology" produes 12,338 hits, and thoseyou hek either desribe spei� installations or are dangling links pointing tonothing. Your only reourse is to try and all up some olleagues who mighthave a better memory.Now onsider what might have happened if the parallel proessing ommunitymaintained a dynami ranked information spae with tehnial publiations inthis �eld. You would enter at the root node, and traverse the path \arhiteture"! \interonnetion networks" ! \topologies" to arrive at a page listing hun-dreds of proposed topologies, grouped aording to their attributes. For eahone you will be able to get a onise desription, the text of researh artilesdesribing the topology and its uses, ommentary on these artiles, links to de-sriptions of systems that atually use this topology, and an indiation of howmany other researhers are also interested in it. If you �nd that any of thisinformation is stale or misleading, you will be able to either leave a ommentabout it, or alert an editor that a link should be removed. Thus your experienewill immediately ontribute to the maintenane of the site, as the experienes ofothers have ontributed before you.This example is not unique to parallel systems or even to searhing in thesienti� literature. For example, a similar situation an our with an arhitetlooking for data on designing publi libraries in a dynami ranked informationspae dediated to that topi. The basis is the existene of a tightly knit ommu-nity of users that ontribute to the maintenane and updating of the repositoryby submitting information, ommentary, and suggestions for strutural hanges.As a result, the repository hanges dynamially with time (rather than just a-umulating more and more items), and ontains feedbak and evaluations inaddition to the original raw data items. In addition, using the repository short-ens the publiation time of new information to zero, and makes it available inmultiple ross setions. It is a large sale extension of the onept of peer review,oupled with an indexing servie.The projet follows the \�eld of dreams" approah, whih is atually the basisfor the growth of the Internet [5℄: we just provide the tehnology for reating theinformation spae, and leave it to the users to supply the ontent1. The resultingsystem is alled a \Dynami Ranked Information-spae", or DyRI for short.1 However, initially it is neessary to prime the information spaes with enough on-tent to make them suÆiently attrative so that potential users overome the \newtehnology" barrier.



2.2 The DesignWhile the onepts explored here apply to any information repository, we use abibliographi repository for onreteness. This also simpli�es the prototype bylimiting it to rather strutured data.User Types Users of DyRIs are lassi�ed into three types: users, ontributors,and editors.Users are those who use the information spae to searh for information.The main searh method is by traversing a onept index that lassi�es theavailable information aording to ontent. This allows for re�ning the searh asone proeeds, rather than requiring one to have a lear notion of the requiredinformation at the outset.While general users do not add information to the information spae, theydo register feedbak relating to existing data. One form of feedbak is simplyby traversing the onept index: the system keeps ounts of visits to eah page,and uses this information to identify the more popular ones to future users. Inaddition, users may register positive or negative feedbak to eah page, to notetheir level of satisfation. Again, the system displays this information as part ofthe indiation of a page's popularity.Contributors are users who not only searh for data, but also ontributedata. In priniple any user may beome a ontributor; the only requirement isto identify oneself to the system. Suh identi�ation is required both in orderto attribute ontributions suh as annotations to their authors, and in order toidentify the arguing parties in ase of disputes. In extreme ases of misuse, itmay be neessary to limit ertain users.Contribution an take any of three forms:{ Adding a new entry to the repository.{ Adding an annotation to an existing entry, providing additional insight intoits importane or ontent.{ Adding a link between related pages or entries.Links reate the fabri of the onept index, allowing it to be traversed inre-mentally, at the same time narrowing the sope of the searh. Whenever a newentry is added to the repository, it should be linked to appropriate pages in theonept index. Contributors who disover additional meaningful links later mayalso add them.In addition, ontributors an make minor modi�ations to existing data, e.g.in order to orret errors. Contributors an also suggest major modi�ations,suh as deleting entries or links. However, ating upon suh suggestions is leftto editors, after proper soliitation of a rebuttal from the original ontributor.Thus the editor's main task is to resolve onits and maintain the quality ofthe repository, based on input from the ontributors.



The Conept Index Most searh engines are unsatisfatory beause users arerequired to have a good notion of what they are looking for before they start.The most ommon approah is to desribe the query using keywords and logialoperations; for example, the query (sheduling & (parallel j distributed)) is readas \�nd douments inluding the word `sheduling' and either of `parallel' or`distributed' ". The intent is probably to �nd referenes regarding shedulingin parallel or distributed systems. However, the issue of whether we mean jobsheduling by the operating system, task sheduling by the runtime system, ortask sheduling by the ompiler is left open. A good searh engine will �nd allthree types (and maybe more) and leave it to the user to shift through them.Adding keywords an redue this burden, but runs the risk of false negatives,where items of interest are rejeted beause they do not ontain all the spei�ed
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Fig. 1. Example of the top levels of a onept index for an information spae on parallelsystems.



keywords (and without any typos 8-).In ontrast, the onept index allows users to formulate their searh inre-mentally on-line, and does not depend on mathing keywords. Essentially it anbe viewed as a menu-driven searh. The top level of the index (the root) ontainslinks to several broad topis. Following suh a link leads to a page representingthe hosen topi (a onept page), and inluding a list of subtopis and/or bib-liographi entries. The index is navigated using a hypertext interfae suh as aWeb browser, by going from one onept page to another. The leaves ontainonly bibliographi entries that pertain to a narrow and foused topi.An example of the top levels of a onept index for the domain of parallelsystems is shown in Fig. 1. Using suh a struture, a user looking for informationon the sheduling of parallel jobs will follow the \operating systems and runtimesupport" link from the top level, and then the \Job sheduling & proessoralloation" link. A user looking for information about on-line task shedulingwould diverge at the seond level, and hoose the \ontrolling the parallelism"link. A user looking for information about task sheduling by the ompiler wouldstart with the \programming languages, program development, and ompilation"link at the top level, and then hoose \ompilation".As noted above, the struture of the onept index is of utmost importane.For any speialized domain, it seems advisable to reate a speial index basedon a thorough understanding of the domain. This should be done with an eyefor what users might look for. The topis need not be (and probably should notbe) ompletely disjoint: the index struture an easily be a DAG rather than atree. Thus any subtopi that is relevant to two or more larger topis (e.g. if itrepresents their intersetion) is simply linked to all of them, and an be found byseveral distint routes in the index. For example, it would be onvenient if infor-mation on \virtual memory" was aessible both via \arhitetures"! \sharedmemory implementation" and \operating systems" ! \memory management".An important question is the \right" size for pages, and the resulting depthof the index [2℄. The tradeo� is between srolling and loading. Using small pagesthat do not require srolling leads to a deeper index, and therefore requires morepages to be loaded from the server. If we want to redue the average number ofpages loaded in order to redue the aumulated waiting time, we need to uselarger pages. A possible way out is to use a relatively low branhing fator, butshow two levels of the index in eah page. The pages are then bigger, but theirinternal struture makes them easier to use.User Feedbak An important part of the interfae is the support for registra-tion and display of user feedbak. The feedbak feature is embedded naturallyinto the onept index, so as to be usable and useful without any training. Reg-istering feedbak about links in the onept index is done as a byprodut oftraversing these links. One simple form of feedbak is popularity: the systemkeeps ount of the number of times that eah link is traversed, and displaysthis at the head of the link (rather than displaying a ount of visits in the pageitself). Note that if a page has more than one link pointing at it, the ounts for



back with feedbackFig. 2. Composite \bak" button used to obtain feedbak.these links will be di�erent, as they well should be, beause they represent thepereived relevane of the page in di�erent ontexts.The problem with mere ounts is that they represent the initial pereptionof users, but not their �nal satisfation with their hoie. To apture user sat-isfation, pages have omposite \bak" buttons embedded in them (Fig. 2). Byseleting the happy or sad fae, the user an distinguish between a \happy bakafter �nding what I wanted" and a \frustrated bak after failing". Cliking else-where just performs the bak funtion, without registering any feedbak.The problem with the omposite bak buttons is that we do not want toburden the user with them. Therefore inferential feedbak is used as well. Oneform of inferential feedbak is that positive feedbak is applied to the whole pathfrom the root to the page on whih the happy fae is pressed, thus saving theneed to go all the way bak to register satisfation. Negative feedbak, on theother hand, is applied only to the last link, allowing for baktraking and tryingof other links. Another form of inferential feedbak is that using the \export"faility is deemed to represent positive feedbak, based on the assumption thatthe user is exporting data beause he likes what he found.One the system has the feedbak information, it should display it in a usefulmanner. The suggested approah is to deorate eah link with a small ionthat presents the information graphially. Spei�ally, a set of marks an beused, with green hek-marks denoting positive feedbak and red X's denotingnegative feedbak. The number of marks indiates the degree of positiveness ornegativeness, while their size reets the total number of visits. Suh a displayallows users to fous immediately on \big hek-mark" links, whih are thosethat many other users have found useful.The spei� formula used ombines the ratio of good to bad feedbak with alogarithmi sale, so as to allow for a large dynami range. The formula for thenumber of hek-marks n isn = lg�g � bb+ 1 + 0:7�+ 1where g and b are the numbers of good and bad feedbaks, respetively. For X's,exhange g and b. This leads to numbers as indiated in Fig. 3.An additional use of feedbak is the internal organization of the oneptpages. It is envisioned that at lower levels of the index onept pages will bedivided into topis, eah listing a set of relevant bibliographi entries. The orderof entries in suh a set should be
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negative feedbacksFig. 3. dependene of feedbak visualization on atual number of positive and negativefeedbaks.1. New douments that were only reently added to the repository. Suh do-uments are kept on top for a few months or until they get some feedbakfrom users.2. Douments that have reeived positive feedbak.3. Douments about whih users are ambivalent, or no feedbak is available,possibly for lak of popularity.4. Douments that have reeived negative feedbak. These douments are an-didates for removal.3 Comparison with Other ApproahesThe issue of �nding relevant information aording to one's needs is obviouslyof paramount importane. It has therefore motivated onsiderable researh anddevelopment ativity, and the reation of a large industry that indexes and pro-vides aess to on-line information. There are three main approahes: using links,using keywords, and using experts.3.1 Finding Information Using LinksThe Siene Citation Index is based on the notion that related papers in thesienti� literature are \linked" by their bibliographial itations: either theyite eah other, or they share many itations. Thus if you have a starting pointfor your searh, namely some sienti� paper on this topi, you an use bothits itations and itations to it to �nd additional related papers. Citations ina paper are easy to �nd: they appear in the paper itself. The Siene CitationIndex provides the other diretion: for any given paper, it lists other papers thatite it.



This idea has been extended in two ways using the WWW. One is to make ref-erenes into hyperlinks, and ollet on-line douments that referene eah other.An example is the NEC Researh Index (http://sindex.om), whih is based onan automati tool that rawls the Web looking for sienti� papers, analyzesthem, and reates a itation index from them [4℄. A related example is the hy-pertext bibliography projet (http://theory.ls.mit.edu/~dmjones/hbp). This projetontains information about all papers published in a host of journals and onfer-enes, mainly related to Theoretial Computer Siene, and maintains two-waylinks among these papers aording to their itations.The other extension is to apply these ideas diretly to the struture of theWWW itself. The thrust of the work in this diretion is based on Kleinberg'slassi�ation of Web sites into hubs and authorities, based on the the linksemanating from them and pointing to them [3℄.3.2 Finding Information Using KeywordsIndexing servies are another well-known searh faility. They don't require youto have a starting point | only a good notion of what you are looking for. Theysurvey the sienti� literature as it is published, and ollet papers by topi.Thus they provide a muh needed mapping from topis to journal pages, muhas an index at the end of a book provides a mapping from topis to the pagesof the book.The enormous quantity of information that is available, and its exponentialgrowth rate, has lead to muh interest in automati indexing [7℄. Diret im-provements to simple indexing inlude the ability to derive related words, andknowledge about synonyms based on a thesaurus [1, 8℄. Using these failities, itis possible to �nd useful information even in ases where a diret math to theuser's query does not exist.A more sophistiated approah is based on learning from examples usingboosting algorithms [6℄. These algorithms ombine multiple inaurate heuristilassi�ations (e.g. based on keywords) into a more aurate �nal lassi�ation(e.g. a predition of the topi being addressed in the doument). The method-ology involves iterative learning using pre-lassi�ed examples. Eah example at-tahes a set of labels to a doument. The system learns to attah suh labelsautomatially, by iteratively re�ning its notion of how ombinations of inau-rate lassi�ations lead to �nal lassi�ations. This in turn is based on givinghigher weights to those examples that are hardest to lassify.3.3 Indexing by ExpertsWhile mahine learning an help ahieve good lassi�ations based on keywords,some believe that ultimately there is no alternative to human understanding.Indeed, most Internet portals now inlude large indexes (usually alled InternetDiretories) maintained by their sta� in addition to the traditional keywordsearh faility (Table 1). These indexes lassify the whole Internet aording toa hierarhial struture, and provide lists of generally useful web pages for eah



Table 1. The sizes of major Internet diretories at end of 1999, aording to SearhEngine Wath (http://www.searhenginewath.om).diretory editors ategories linksYahoo! 100+ ? 1200000+LookSmart 200 60000 1000000Open Diretory 15400 153000 950000Snap 30{50 64000 600000topi. The Yahoo! index is espeially interesting, as it is a DAG rather than atree, with expliit indiation that some pages are shared by several branhes(http://www.yahoo.om). The Open Diretory (whose slogan is \HUMANS do itbetter") also has a very useful struture: The home page displays two levels ofthe diretory, with links to pages on the main topis, and below eah one, linksto more foused subtopis. About.om (http://www.about.om) is a network ofsites maintained by experts in various �elds, whih makes a point of paradingthe human experts rather than the tehnology.3.4 Problems and ComparisonThere are various problems with the abovementioned approahes. One is thatmany of them lak interpretation. This means that papers are assoiated a-ording to super�ial attributes (itations or keywords), not aording to an un-derstanding of what the papers are atually about and how they relate to eahother. There is no real editorial work on lassi�ation and organization. More-over, users annot augment these mehanisms with private annotations that doontain interpretation.Another is that they are often soure oriented. This relates to the hoie ofpapers that are overed: ertain journals are seleted, and all the papers thatappear in them are inluded, starting from a ertain year. Granted, an e�ort ismade to selet as many journals as possible, and to fous on the best journals, buteonomi and business onsiderations may sometimes prevail over tehnial ones.Moreover, even good journals sometimes ontain not-so-good papers, and somegood papers are published in obsure journals. Results that are only publishedin onferenes or tehnial reports are exluded outright. So are old papers thatwere published before the indexing ommened.A third problem is that of overage and quality. This problem is espeiallyommon in keyword-based searh, where hits that do indeed ontain the re-quested keywords have widely di�erent levels of importane and usefulness. Inthe extreme ase we have false positives, whih ontain the desired keywordsbut are totally irrelevant. An example is a searh for \gang sheduling"2 whihretrieved a web page that inluded the sentene \The RV6 forum got o� to a2 A sheduling tehnique used on parallel omputers whereby a job's proesses aresheduled simultaneously on distint proessors.



roky start due to a sheduling misunderstanding with the Van's gang". A re-lated problem is false negatives, that is relevant and useful douments that usesynonyms or related terms are therefore not found.The problem with human experts is that they are expensive, so there is aneessary tradeo� between the number of experts and the size of the �elds thatthey have to over. As a result, the human lassi�ers annot in general haveutting edge knowledge about all their �elds.The BoW projet is based on the idea that indexing by paid experts is futile.Instead, indexing and ranking must be done by the users of the information, thustapping their enormous ombined pool of knowledge and experiene. Of speialimportane is the support of ranking and evaluation of douments, whih doesnot exist in other projets. It is this ranking whih ounterats the exponentialgrowth of information, and ensures that high-quality information beomes morevisible. The thrust of our work is to reate the infrastruture and tehnology toenable suh a mode of ooperation.4 The BoW PrototypeThe BoW projet has been ongoing for a ouple of years, and two generationshave been ompleted. An example sreen dump of a page from the onept indexof a parallel systems information spae is shown in Fig. 4. The prototype supportsinsertion of new bibliographi entries, addition of annotations, reation of linksfrom onept pages to entries, among entries, and to external web pages (thussupporting the publiation of full text rather than only referenes), user feedbakand display, and exporting of bibliographial entries. It has a onept index of 142pages, in whih 8201 links to entries are grouped aording to 3167 topis. In all,there are 3046 entries, for an average of 2.7 links per entry. This is all based on anautomati onversion of a bibliographi database kept in LaTeX/BibTeX formatsine 1988. It an be aessed on-line at URL http://www.bow.s.huji.a.il.The implementation is based on using perl mode in an Apahe Web server.The onept index is mirrored in a diretory hierarhy, and onept pages aregenerated on-line as required by reading the appropriate diretory. Thus all up-dates and hanges appear automatially one the underlying diretory strutureis modi�ed.Several problems arise from the fat that the http protool is stateless, andprovides only limited support for ontinuous sessions (using ookies). Currentlythis auses problems with olleting a list of entries that should be exportedupon demand; when user registration is implemented, we will also need to keeptrak of the user. The initial solution was to send the whole export list bak andforth in eah transation. The seond version improved on this by keeping thelist in a memory segment shared by all the httpd proesses in the server, andonly sending a session ID in eah transation.Features that are now being implemented as part of the third generationinlude



Fig. 4. Example of onept page from the prototype information spae on parallelsystems. It inludes links to sub-topis with an indiation of user feedbak, a listing ofentries that belong in this page, and then the entries themselves, inluding bibliographiinformation and annotations.



{ Mehanization of the itation format to enable better identi�ation of dupli-ate entries. In partiular, journal and proeedings titles should ome froma menu.{ Control over the struture of the onept index with an XML-based format.{ Provision of an automated listing of suggested onept pages, where a newlyinserted entry may be indexed. This is generated based on similarity betweenthe new entry and entries that are already indexed and linked to these pages.5 ConlusionsThe main idea behind DyRIs is that users an and should ooperate to improvethe quality and usefulness of an information spae. We designed and implementedone way of doing so, whih is based on minimal ative partiipation by users:they are invited to (but not fored to) add annotations and links to oneptpages, and an provide feedbak by using bak-with-feedbak buttons. This wasa basi design deision, based on the fear that more extensive features suh asfeedbak forms will go unused. We hope that the annoyane for users with ourminimal design will be small enough that they will atually use these features.We intend to make the prototype information spae on parallel systems publilyavailable one version 3 is ready, in order to test it in a real world setting.AknowledgementsThis researh was supported in part by the Ministry of Siene. The �rst versionsof the prototype were implemented by David Er-El and Roy Peleg.Referenes1. H. Chen, J. Martinez, A. Kirhho�, T. D. Ng, and B. R. Shatz, \Alleviating searhunertainty through onept assoiation: automati indexing, o-ourrene analy-sis, and parallel omputing". J. Am. So. Inf. Si. 49(3), pp. 206{216, 1998.2. S. H. Kim and C. M. Eastman, \An experiment on node size in a hypermediasystem". J. Am. So. Inf. Si. 50(6), pp. 530{536, 1999.3. J. M. Kleinberg, \Authoritative soures in a hyperlinked environment". In 9thACM-SIAM Symp. Disrete Alg., pp. 668{677, Jan 1998.4. S. Lawrene, C. L. Giles, and K. Bollaker, \Digital libraries and autonomous ita-tion indexing". Computer 32(6), pp. 67{71, Jun 1999.5. R. W. Luky, \New ommuniations servies | what does soiety want?". Pro.IEEE 85(10), pp. 1536{1543, Ot 1997.6. R. E. Shapire and Y. E. Singer, \BoosTexter: a boosting-based system for textategorization". Mahine Learning 39(2/3), pp. 135{168, May 2000.7. B. R. Shatz, \Information retrieval in digirtal libraries: bringing searh to the net".Siene 275(5298), pp. 327{334, Jan 17 1997.8. L. W. Wright, H. K. Grosetta Nardini, A. R. Aronson, and T. C. Rindesh, \Hi-erarhial onept indexing of full-text douments in the uni�ed medial languagesystem information soures map". J. Am. So. Inf. Si. 50(6), pp. 514{523, 1999.


